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Abstract

Most of the existing work on skyline query has been ex-
tensively used in decision support, recommending systems
etc, and mainly focuses on the efficiency issue for a sin-
gle table. However the data retrieved by users for the tar-
geting skylines may often be stored in multiple tables, thus
require to perform join operations among tables. As a re-
sult, the cost on computing skylines on the joined table will
be increased dramatically due to its potentially increas-
ing cardinality and dimensionality. In this paper, we sys-
tematically study the skyline operator on multi-relational
databases, and propose solutions aiming to seamlessly in-
tegrating state-of-the-art join methods into skyline compu-
tation. Our experiments not only demonstrate that the pro-
posed methods are efficient, but also show the promising
applicability of extending skyline operator to other typical
database operators such as join and aggregates.

1 Introduction

The skyline operator [1] returns those objects not domi-
nated by any other objects, where the ”dominate” relation-
ship between object p and q is defined as follows: if the
value of p on each dimension is not larger than that of q
and strictly smaller on at least one dimension, then p dom-
inates q (denoted as p � q). Most of the existing work on
skyline queries for databases mainly discusses the compu-
tation efficiency in one single relation table. While in many
database applications, users are often interested in query-
ing skylines from multiple relational tables which require
join operations. Formally, we call the skyline operator over
a multi-relational joined table A1 �� A2 . . . �� Ak as the
multi-relational skyline operator, or simply as the skyline
join operator1, denoted by A1 ��s A2 . . . ��s Ak where
A1, . . . , Ak are relations.

1In this paper, terms of “multi-relational skyline operator”, “skyline
join operator” or “joined skylines” all refer to the skyline objects in the
joined table

The following example skyline queries aim to find model
customers in TPC-D datasets (www.tpc.org) for the com-
pany such that the higher the account balance, the lower
the age of a customer (in relation customer), and also the
higher the quantity of parts and the amount of price (in rela-
tion order) this customer orders, the “better” this customer.

Example 1 Given customer table Customer (CNum, Age,
Account Balance) (as shown in Table 1) and part order ta-
ble Order (ONum, CNum, PNum, Quantity, Amount) (as
shown in Table 2). Consider the following queries:
Question (1):Who are those young customers with high account
balance and having ONE order with high quantities of parts and
high amount of price?
Question (2):Who are those young customers with high account
balance and high quantities of parts order with high TOTAL
amount of price (over all orders of this customer)?

Answer: The SQL statements for answering the above questions
are as follows:

SELECT *
FROM Customer C, Order O
WHERE C.CNum = O.CNum
SKYLINE OF C.Age Min, C.AccountBalance Max,
O.Quantity Max, O.Amount Max;

SELECT C.CNum,SUM(O.Quantity),SUM(O.Amount)
FROM Customer C, Order O
WHERE C.CNum = O.CNum
SKYLINE OF C.Age Min, C.AccountBalance Max,
O.Quantity Max, O.Amount Max
GROUP By C.CNum;

The join results and the skyline objects in Customer ��

Order where (1) attributes CNum of C and CNum of O
are join attributes; (2) attributes Age, AccountBalance,
Quantity and Amount are descriptive attributes partic-
ipating in skyline evaluation (under shaded regions), are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively (skyline objects
are in bold font)2. The joined skylines may contain tuples

2For simplicity, we denote C.CNum as variables D1, Age as D2,



CNum Age Account Balance ($)
101 35 90k
102 40 40k
103 50 78k
104 35 90k
105 58 90k

Table 1. Customer(C) Table

ONum CNum PNum Quantity Amount($)
1 101 001 1 274
2 101 001 6 1644
3 102 002 10 1999.9
4 103 003 1 400
5 104 004 5 900
6 104 004 6 1080
7 105 005 2 1900

Table 2. Order(O) Table

that are not in the skyline of the individual input tables, such
as the tuple with D1 = 105. Notice that the skyline queries
w.r.t. (1) and (2) return different answers due to the effect
of the aggregate constraints being pushed on descriptive at-
tributes. A customer may be a best buyer according to the
quantity and price for one sale, but may not be a best buyer
if considering all the orders he/she made. �

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7
101 35 90k 1 101 1 274
101 35 90k 2 101 6 1644
102 40 40k 3 102 10 1999.9
103 50 78k 4 103 1 400
104 35 90k 5 104 5 900
104 35 90k 6 104 6 1080
105 58 90k 7 105 2 1900

Table 3. Joined Table of Customer and Order (1)

The join operation in Example 1 is non-reductive [3]
(this assumption holds in the remaining of the paper) in
terms that the size of joined table is larger or equal to that of
any table participating in the join operation. Also the tuples
have higher dimensions, so that the cost of applying skyline
operator after joins would be much more expensive3. For
arbitrary join operations, since both the cardinality and di-
mensionality of the joined table might increase, so the cost

AccountBalance as D3, ONum as D4, O.CNum as D5, Quantity
as D6 and Amount as D7 (for simplicity here we omit PNum in the
joined table), and these notations are used in the remaining of this paper.

3The cost of skyline computation methods increases w.r.t. the increase
of dimensionality.

D1 D2 D3 D5 SUM(D6) SUM(D7)
101 35 90k 101 7 1918
102 40 40k 102 10 1999.9
103 50 78k 103 1 400
104 35 90k 104 11 1980
105 58 90k 105 2 1900

Table 4. Joined Table of Customer and Order (2)

of finding skylines in the joined table will be even larger.
How to develop efficient methods to share the join pro-
cessing with skyline computation is central to the skyline
query optimization on multiple relations. Motivated by the
above observations, in this paper, we systematically study
the multi-relational skyline operator and make the following
contributions: (1) We study the problem of skyline compu-
tation with or without aggregate constraints in multiple ta-
bles when join operation works on them. (2) We propose
different approaches which aim to combine state-of-the-art
join methods into skyline computation for any single join
operation and extend to the case of multiple join operations.
(3) Our experiments on TPC-D benchmark demonstrate the
efficiency and scalability of our proposed methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background and preliminaries, and Section
3 introduces the approaches of answering skylines over a
joined table. We present experimental results in section 4
and conclude the paper in section 5.

2 Background and Preliminaries

After Borzsonyi et al. introduced the skyline operator [1]
in database community, a set of algorithms were developed
for variants of this problem. Two disk-resident algorithms:
block-nested loops (BNL) method and an improved divide-
and-conquer method were proposed in [1]. Chomicki et
al. proposed a sort-first-skyline (SFS) method [2] and God-
frey et al. then proposed a skyline algorithm LESS based
on SFS, which achieves a better average performance [4].
In [9], the authors proposed a bitmap index method and a
“minimum value list” method (indexed by a specialized B-
tree) to find skylines. Kossmann et al. present an nearest
neighbor search-based method using R-tree [5]. Papadias
et al. proposed a progressive method to find skyline with
optimal number of node accesses [7] with R-tree indexes.
Recent study on skyline includes subspace skyline compu-
tation [6], [12], [10] and [11].

Let denote a relation X in an n-dimensional space D =
(D1, . . ., Dn), where dimensions D1, . . . , Dn are in the do-
main of numbers. For any p � q, q is called a dominated ob-
ject, and denote the set of objects dominating q as Dom(q).



Given two relations A(d1, . . . , di, di+1, . . . , dn1) and B(d′1,
. . ., d′j , d′j+1, . . ., d′

n2
), where attributes d1, . . . , di in A and

d′1, . . . , d
′
j in B are called join attributes such that they are

only used in the join operation4. Attributes di+1, . . . , dn1

in A and attributes d′
j+1, . . . , d

′
n2

in B are called descrip-
tive attributes that participate in the evaluation of skylines.
Corresponding to the scenarios in Example 1, we generalize
two typical skyline problems as follows.

Problem 1 (Skyline Join Problem) Given two relations
A(d1, . . . , di, di+1, . . . , dn1) and B(d′1, . . ., d′

j , d′j+1, . . .,
d′n2

), find skylines over the joined table A �� B excluding
the join attributes.

Problem 2 (Skyline Join with Aggregate Constraint
Problem) Given two relations A(d1, . . . , di, di+1, . . . , dn1)
and B(d′1, . . ., d′

j , d′
j+1, . . ., d′

n2
), find skylines over the

joined table A �� B where aggregate constraints on de-
scriptive attributes in B are applied on corresponding tu-
ples in A. Here the aggregates include Max, Min, COUNT,
SUM and AVG etc.

In each table, we can group tuples according to the val-
ues of join attributes in ascending order. Every tuple be-
longs to one of three cases: (1) LS(S) means this tuple is
a local skyline in its group and also a skyline in the whole
table. (2) Label LS(N) means this tuple is only a local
skyline in the group but not a skyline in the whole table. (3)
Label LN(N) means this tuple is locally not a skyline in the
group (and of course it is not a skyline in the whole table).
If we use symbol “⊕” to denote the concatenate operator
to combine two joinable tuples in A and B into a joined
tuple, then each joined tuple in the Table A �� B has the
following six cases: LS(S) ⊕ LS(S), LS(S) ⊕ LS(N),
LS(S) ⊕ LN(N), LS(N) ⊕ LN(N), LN(N) ⊕ LN(N)
and LS(N) ⊕ LS(N). We have the following properties:

Lemma 2.1 The joined tuple LS(S)⊕LS(S) or LS(S)⊕
LS(N) is also a skyline in A �� B. The joined tuple
LS(S) ⊕ LN(N), LS(N) ⊕ LN(N), LN(N) ⊕ LN(N)
cannot be a skyline in A �� B.

Property 2.2 The joined tuple LS(N)⊕LS(N) may be or
may not be a skyline in A �� B.

In this paper, we focus on the skyline computation over
A �� B where a one-to-many relationship [8] exists between
A and B such that the join operation is performed if A has
a primary key matching a foreign key in B. The case of the
join operation over A and B with many-to-many relation-
ship [8] can be solved by introducing a third table C includ-
ing attributes of B and join attribute of A, then perform join
between A and C, and join between the join results and B.

4It is often the case that join attributes refer to the primary key in A
and foreign key(s) in B. However, in general case a join attribute could
be any attribute. For ease of analysis, we assume whenever an attribute
participates in the join, it does not participate in skyline evaluation.

3 Algorithms

We present in this section different approaches of inte-
grating the skyline computation into state-of-the-art join al-
gorithms. Denote the boolean function of evaluating join
condition between p ∈ A, q ∈ B as θ(p, q).

3.1 A Naive Approach for Skyline Join

A naive approach for the skyline join operator works as
follows: we first compute the join, then apply existing sky-
line algorithms on the joined relation to find the correspond-
ing skyline objects.

As the join operation is assumed to be non-reductive [3],
the number of attributes of the joined table is larger than
that of each single table participating in join operation, so
the cost of running skyline algorithm in the entire joined
table is much more expensive than in any single table. If we
consider the common case of the increase in both cardinality
and dimensionality of the joined table, the cost of the naive
approach would be even more expensive.

3.2 Integrating with Sort-Merge Join

Basic Approach As illustrated in the previous section, we
can find the joined skyline only based on the information of
being skyline or being dominated for tuple p ∈ A and q ∈ B
during the join processing. The only uncertainty case that is
as described in Property 2.2 when two tuples participating
in the join are both labeled as “LS(N)”, can be solved by the
following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 Let p ∈ A and q ∈ B be joinable tuples
labeled as “LS(N)”, if θ(p′, q′) = false for all p′ ∈
Dom(p), q′ ∈ Dom(q), then p ⊕ q is a joined skyline ob-
ject; otherwise p ⊕ q cannot be a joined skyline object.

Thus, the computation of joined skylines can be performed
by integrating with the most efficient sort-merge join algo-
rithm [8]. Essentially, during the sort-merge join process-
ing, if two join tuples are matching in their join attributes,
according to the label of “LS(S)”, “LS(N)” or “LN(N)”
for tuple p ∈ A and q ∈ B, we decide whether the joined tu-
ple p⊕q is a skyline object in A �� B depending on whether
they satisfy the properties illustrated in Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1.

This method can also be used to solve Problem 2 which
includes some aggregation operator with a slightly modified
algorithm by first treating the tuples in the same group as a
single tuple with the aggregated values, then applying the
same procedure to identify skylines.
Efficient Dominators Match Using R-trees To
overcome the problem of computing the dominators
Dom(p)/Dom(q) for each tuple p with label “LS(N)”
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Figure 1. Comparing ai ⊕ bj with skylines
found so far in joined table

which incurs non-trivial cost when the dataset is large, we
propose to use R-tree to facilitate the search of dominators.
Basically, the descriptive attributes of each tuple in each
table are indexed in R-tree (as a typical multi-dimensional
index structure, R-tree has been widely used). The domina-
tors of any object can be easily obtained by range queries
in R-tree similar to the work in [7], then the dominators
are sorted with respect to values of the join attribute, and
the match of dominators is tested. To facilitate the match,
we can record the range of join attribute in each MBR
node, and prune the unnecessary comparisons as much as
possible where join attribute value range does not overlap.
Comparing with Joined Skylines During Join Process To
eliminate the need for dominating test, we propose a method
for the computation of joined skylines based on comparing
each LS(N)⊕LS(N) tuple efficiently with the joined sky-
lines found so far in the join process. Here we still fol-
low the strategy of sort-merge join, but adopt two modi-
fications: (1) we discard tuples with label “LN(N)” since
they have no contribution to the final skylines in the joined
table. (2) we sort each table as follows: (a) the primary sort-
ing for each table is by the order of LS(S) < LS(N), so
tuples with label “LS(S)” are placed before tuples with la-
bel “LS(N)” in each table, as shown in Figure 1; (b) within
each group of “LS(S)” and “LS(N)” obtained by (a), the
secondary sorting is performed by the join attribute value of
each tuple. The reason of these modifications is that we can
determine which tuples in the joined table are skylines as
early as possible, and also can reduce the sizes of input ta-
bles as much as possible. Now the sort-merge join consists
of four phases. The first three phases are LS(S) ⊕ LS(S),
LS(S) ⊕ LS(N) and LS(N) ⊕ LS(S), are indicated by
those dashed lines in Figure 1.

The above tuples which can be simply combined if
matching up, are skylines S (labeled as “LS(S)”) in the
joined table, and they are sorted with entropy value in as-

cending order for checking dominating relationship later.
The fourth phase is LS(N)⊕LS(N) (the dashed lines with
“4th” in Figure 1). If any “LS(N)” matches “LS(N)”, com-
pare with the joined tuple in S, if dominated, it cannot be a
joined skyline; otherwise save to the temporary set S′. Later
on, any new LS(N)⊕LS(N) will compare with S and S′.

3.3 Integrating with Nested-Loop Join

We can also find joined skyline by integrating with the
nested-loop join [8] with the intuition that if the joined tu-
ples obtained during the join process keep an “order” in
some descriptive attributes, then if a new joined tuple is not
dominated by joined skylines found so far, it is easily identi-
fied as a joined skyline. Here we need to sort each join table
in one of descriptive attributes, and meanwhile maintain the
information about different labels as described previously.
Note that, those labels are obtained in the Group-By opera-
tion with respect to join attributes in each table.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report the results of our experimen-
tal evaluation. All methods proposed in this paper were
implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0, including
(1) the improved sort-merge join based skyline methods by
(i) using R-tree MBRs (noted as SMJS1), and by (ii) com-
paring with joined skylines during the join process (noted
as SMJS2); (2) the block nested-loop join based skyline
method (noted as NLJS); and (3) the naive-based skyline
algorithm (noted as Naive). Using the data generator pro-
vided by www.tpc.org, we generated several types of TPC-
D benchmark tables: Customer(each tuple has 44 bytes),
Order((each tuple has 84 bytes)) and Part (each tuple has
60 bytes) 5 . For each type of table, we generated data sets
with different sizes (from 10, 000 to 1, 000, 000 tuples).

Dataset1 C, 20k O, 100x1k P, 20x1k
Dataset2 C, 50k O, 200x1k P, 50x1k
Dataset3 C, 100k O, 500x1k P, 100x1k
Dataset4 C, 200k O, 1000x1k P, 200x1k

Table 5. Cardinality of different datasets

By choosing four different datasets as shown in Table 5,
the physical sizes and the number of skylines of C, O P,
C��O and C��O��P are listed in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b)

5Customer relation has 3 descriptive attributes: account balance, salary,
age; Order relation has 7 descriptive attributes: quantity, total price, prior-
ity, discount, ship cost, tax, delivery duration; Part relation has 5 descrip-
tive attributes:quantity, price, cost, discount range, weight, size. In the
legend of figures, C-Customer, O-Order, P -Part, CjoinO-C�� O, C join
O join P -C �� O�� P



respectively, with respect to different cardinalities. In both
cases, the size differences are evident and become larger
with more cardinalities and more participating relations.

The computation of joined skylines with aggregate con-
straints uses less time due to the smaller size of input tables
after the aggregation. The run time comparisons of different
methods for computing joined skylines with/without aggre-
gate constraints with respect to different sizes of the joined
table C��O (with totally 10 descriptive attributes) are de-
picted in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) respectively. Here,
we typically test the “SUM” aggregate as mentioned in Ex-
ample 1. In both cases, our proposed methods run much
faster than Naive method. In particular, SMJS2 finishes
first, and SMJS1 takes less time than NLJS. The relation-
ship between run time and the dimensionality of the joined
table are illustrated in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) respec-
tively. The joined table is obtained from the joining of O
of 500,000 records and P of 100,000 records. Each time
we choose 2, 3, 4 and 5 dimensions per table respectively
to participate join operation, thus the joined table has the
dimensionality of 4, 6, 8 and 10 respectively. It shows the
same ranks of run time as the test of run time w.r.t. different
sizes of joined tables.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the skyline operator over
multi-relational tables, and propose efficient algorithms
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by incorporating state-of-the-art join methods into skyline
computation. The experiments on TPC-D datasets demon-
strate the efficiency and scalability of the proposed meth-
ods. We believe that this research does not only mean-
ingfully extend the skyline operator to the multi-relational
database systems, but also indicate the interesting topics
such as joined skylines in the case of updated data and other
types of aggregates.
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